INTRODUCTION
supported by E-DCH are 2 ms and 10 ms, showing that E-DCH To support services as real time gaming, P2P applications allows reduction of five times in the 3G WCDMA TTI size. and video telephony, throughput enhancements as well as Reduce TTI fromlO ms to lowers values can mean reductions retransmission delays reductions in the uplink (UL) for 3G in data transference delays, in the air interface, and the delays WCDMA systems have been reached with the implementation of frame alignment (the data to be transmitted have that to wait of the new 3.5G schemes, proposed in 3rd Generation until the start of the following TTI) [6] . Moreover, this Partnership Project (3GPP) . These expansions are reduction allows fast data processing, reduction in the amount known as High Speed Uplink Packet Access (HSUPA) or of buffer information in both User Equipment (UE) and Enhanced Uplink (EUL) [1] . This technique is the UL version Node-B. As a consequence, the end user throughput also can be for High Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) proposed expanded with a better use of the resources in terms of delays for the DL [2] . The practical implementation of EUL schemes [1] . Fig. 1 shows the TTI used in the simulations.
in a mobile network is made through the inclusion of the E-DCH (Enhanced Dedicated Channel), besides software B. Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request updates and hardware implementations. The coexistence Due to fading limitations in 3G propagation channels, it is between current 3G WCDMA DCH (Dedicated Channel) and necessary the use of error-correction codes and retransmission E-DCH must be guaranteed. Diverse The WCDMA UL cell throughput (I) is function of bit rate eliminated. EfMUD is directly related to the complexity of (R) and BLER for a specificEbIN0 given as: practical implementation of this MUD receiver. [15] : [15] . In HARQ schemes the NR is function of the number of simultaneous users (N), the processing gain (PG), the other-to-N*(i ±) own cell interference ratio (i) VA_50 and In these simulations, the larger UL throughput expansion PA 3). For the throughput and delay analysis, with EUL with Node-B controlled HARQ schemes were obtained for HARQ LI, three different scenarios were considered. The first VA_50 PDP. Fig. 3 plots the throughput in function of NR scenario, called Rel-99 ARQ L2, ARQ retransmissions occurs obtained when HARQ techniques were applied, i.e., the between the RNC and the UEs. In the second one, called EUL BLERtarget were increased from 1% to 10%. The highest HARQ -A, it was adopted the HARQ -I, without throughput enhancements were obtained in high mobility combination techniques. In last, called EUL HARQ -B/C, the macro-cellular channels, with UEs speeds of 50 km/h, due to HARQ type II and III were adopted, with CC and IR highest spectral efficiency gain when BLERtarget were increased combination techniques [14] . The retransmission delays of the from 1% to 10%. For NR=6 dB, that means qUL = 75%, the three scenarios were analyzed considering the UL of a cell with 3.5G HARQ schemes had provided throughput gains around omnidirectional antennas. Simulations were done for TTI = 2 21.5%. A comparison of the results for all the PDPs simulated, and 10 ms, and a maximum number of retransmissions, Ml for NR=6 dB is reported in Table IV. were five. The presented analyses considered that the implementation of EUL HARQ LI allows the system operation C. Throughput enhancements with MUD with higher block error rate, BLERtarget, than allowed in the 3G WCDMA [5] . The BLERtarget reduction allows a systematic In order to determine the cell throughput enhancements reduction in the EbINO ratio for the simultaneous UEs connected with MUD schemes, the simulator estimates the capacity gains in the network and proportional throughput increases, forthethree consideredvalues of EfMUD inthiswork. dependent on the analyzed PDP [6] .
III. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR SIMULATIONS
In this paper, MUD receivers were classified according to 
----------------------------------------------l
Efmu D = 2 0 % .
For the MUD analyses we considered a network
----------------------------------------I--------
composed by 4 Node-B, with 3 sectors each, resulting in 12 cells. The MUD mechanism was implemented in one cell. In theothers, R e l -9 9 ARQ L2 mechanisms were implemented,
that is a typical 3G WCDMA retransmission processes [6] . 10 Although the other-to-own cell interference ratio, i, be defined°°ti--l by a random variable, only its average values were considered, i-X __ I __ __ I __ _ according to the PDP under analysis. The AVI (Actual Value Nose Rise (dB 6 Interface) tables were used in recent works in order to for Ef,D = 4000 and diverse values of i. The cell throughput throughput capacity and reduce delays, for both TTI= 2 and 10 ms frame sizes. The most significant enhancements were enhancements simulations were done for the three ITU PDPs found for ITU macro-cellular PDPs, for UEs speed about (macro-cell and micro-cell). The results for Ef,,,glD and 50 km/h. The MUD schemes also shown large potential for BLER=20%, 10% and 1% are given in Tables V, VI and VII. In throughput expansion, specially in low mobility scenarios (ITU these simulations, the larger UL throughput expansions with micro-cellular PDPs). The capability of expansion is directly MUD receivers were found for PA_3 PDP. For EfMD = 40% proportional to the efficiency of detection and to the the gain was around 27.02%, for 'uL =75%, that turns this complexity of practical implementation of MUD receivers in average complexity MUD receiver an option for practical BSs. implementations for enhances in UL cell throughput in current 3G WCDMA networks. Fig. 5 
